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Presentation Overview 

• Overview of the finalized excess soil regulation
• Overview of finalized brownfields-related amendments

• Describe key amendments resulting from feedback
• Implementation

Inside Hamilton, May 2019

https://www.insidehalton.com/news-story/9331115-five-things-to-know-about-the-investigation-into-havana-group-supplies-inc-/


Final Regulatory Package
• During the 47-day consultation period (May 1-June 17, 2019), a total of 120 submissions were 

received.  Many revisions were made.

• Products finalized (will be available on ERO, ministry web-site, and e-laws):

1. New regulation under the Environmental Protection Act (EPA), 1990, titled “On-Site and 
Excess Soil Management”

2. Amending the Brownfields regulation (Records of Site Condition) under the EPA, O. Reg. 
153/04

3. Technical items to be adopted by reference:

I. “Rules for Soil Management and Excess Soil Quality Standards”

II. “Beneficial Reuse Assessment Tool”

4. Consequential Amendments to the Waste regulation (General – Waste Management) under 
the EPA, Reg. 347

5. Consequential Amendments to the Regulation on the Registration for Waste Management 
Systems under the EPA, O. Reg. 351/12
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What Does this Package Do?
• Provides clear rules for beneficial reuse of excess soil, enabling greater reuse and 

reduced transportation and disposal
• Clarifies when soil is a waste and when waste-approvals are needed, allowing low-risk 

activities to proceed without approvals
• Sets out minimum requirements for certain generators of excess soil to ensure 

information (e.g. characterization) is available to facilitate appropriate reuse of excess 
soil, to track certain soil movements and to provide transparency

• Creates a framework that helps build confidence to beneficially reuse soil as a resource 
in manner that is safe for the environment and human health

• Clarifies provincial role related to waste soil and enables integration with municipal by-
laws or other local instruments

• Clearer rules will improve provincial waste soil compliance and enforcement
• Addresses unnecessary barriers to brownfields redevelopment
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Excess Soils Regulation
Clear Excess Soil Reuse Rules

• Excess soil may be reused, and is not considered waste, if:
• If it is being beneficially reused, not stock-piled
• The quality and quantity of the soil align with that necessary for the beneficial reuse
• The reuse site has agreed to take the soil (not illegally dumped)

• Rules related to appropriate quality are in a document adopted by reference called Rules for Soil 
Management and Excess Soil Quality Standards

• Generic risk-based standards
• Recognition of standards specified in a site specific instrument (e.g. municipal fill by-law, Aggregate 

Resource Act licence)
• Allows site specific standards, generally through an instrument, developed by a Qualified Person 

(QP)
• generated by the Beneficial Reuse Assessment Tool or risk assessment 

• More detailed rules provide additional clarity and flexibility
• standards that apply in specific circumstances or with specific limitations or requirements 

(e.g. non-potable ground water standards, matching local natural conditions)
• Rules related to specific types of soil (e.g. soil with salt, soil mixed with peat)
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Excess Soils Regulation
Clear Exemption of Low-Risk Activities from Waste Approvals 

• Specify rules rather than require an approval
• Many of the rules are in the referenced Rules document

• The following activities are exempt from approvals (subject to certain rules): 
• Hauling of excess soil (dry or liquid) 

• Rules generally relate to containment and safety during transportation, and need for a hauling record 

• Low-risk on-site processing
• Including passive dewatering, some mixing of soils, sorting of soil and debris, mixing additives for 

solidification for transportation
• Rules help to prevent adverse effects and retain confidence in processed material

• Temporary soil storage 
• Can be used to store up to 10,000 m3; some low-risk processing permitted
• Rules help to ensure stored soil is ultimately reused, appropriately, and there are no adverse effects

• Local waste transfer facilities can be used to do the same processing activities as project areas (e.g. 
passive dewatering) by public bodies and infrastructure companies

• General storage rules also apply to these sites (e.g. set-backs from water bodies, pile size)
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Excess Soils Regulation
Improved Reuse Planning to Support Reuse

• Project leaders of some sites generating excess soil would be subject to requirements to help ensure soil is 
reused properly.

• Generally applies to larger urban sites (greater than 2000m3) and sites more likely to have contaminated soil 
(e.g. gas stations and industrial sites)

• Requirements include:
• Complete an Assessment of Past Uses and, if necessary, a Sampling and Analysis Plan and an Excess Soil 

Characterization Report to understand the quality of the soil that will be excess soil
• Complete an Excess Soil Destination Assessment Report to verify that intended reuse sites can accept the 

soil to be sent to them
• A qualified person or supervisee undertakes this work

• These project leaders must implement a tracking system to verify that soil was received at the intended 
property.

• To support compliance and transparency, key information from the above reports and records must be 
included in a notice filed to an on-line, public registry by the project leader, such as the locations to which soil 
was taken.

• Several exemptions to these requirements are included in the regulation, including in situations where soil is 
to be reused at a less sensitive site or in certain infrastructure undertakings.
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Excess Soils Regulation
Greater Assurance that Large Reuse Sites are not Receiving Waste Soil 

• Reuse sites accepting at least 10,000m3 of excess soil for an undertaking will be required to register 
and develop and implement procedures to track and inspect excess soil being received. 

• Will not include reuse sites that are part of an undertaking related to an infrastructure project. 

Limited Restriction on Landfilling of Clean Soil to Avoid Unnecessary Use of Landfill Capacity
• Restriction on landfilling of soil that is clean enough to be used at a sensitive use site (e.g. school, 

agricultural site). Will not affect use for cover or other landfill operational needs.
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Removing Barriers for Brownfields Redevelopment

• The Record of Site Condition (RSC) Regulation has been amended to address practical challenges that are also low 
risk. The regulatory amendments:

o Limit additional sampling for Risk Assessment properties where the area of contamination is well understood 
and further sampling is unnecessary to achieve environmental outcomes. 

o Enable additional professional discretion while maintaining appropriate levels of environmental protection, 
including where:
• Salt in soil is in an area where salt will continue to be applied for winter safety
• Existing fill is consistent with other local natural soil conditions
• There are elevated parameters in soil which originated from drinking water

o Decrease costs for development by removing RSC requirements for specific low-risk redevelopment situations, 
including converting:
• Low-rise commercial buildings to mixed-use residential with main floor commercial
• Temporary roads in construction areas to residential
• Indoor places of worship to residential
• Industrial or commercial to indoor agriculture in or on the same building
• A road on Crown land to a more sensitive use
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Implementation Dates
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Regulatory Provisions Revised Timing 

Brownfields On filing

Reuse rules and waste clarification July 1, 2020

Requirements for testing, tracking and 
registration, and hauling record; larger 
reuse site registration 

January 1, 2022

Restrictions on landfilling clean soil January 1, 2025

Grandfathered contracts January 1, 2021-January 1, 2026 



Key Changes Made as a Result of Consultation 
• Revised implementation timing
• Added a five-year grandfathering provision for contracts in relation to certain requirements

• Some processing under field operations (at a local waste transfer facility) for infrastructure projects
• Reduced requirements for soil reused in infrastructure projects of same proponent or a public body, to 

encourage reuse in infrastructure projects
• Increased storage limit at temporary sites
• Enabled some liquid soil management without approvals (rules apply)

• Mixing with certain additives for solidification for transportation
• Reuse at a reuse site if governed by a site specific instrument

• Hauling record - records retention reduced (from 7 to 2 years), implementation timing pushed out
• Reduced sampling frequencies after 40,000m3 of soil has been excavated
• Allowance to sample at a storage site when sampling at the source site is impractical
• Some revisions related to salt-impacts soil rules deposited at depth
• Recognition that landfills accept clean soil for other beneficial uses, beyond daily cover
• Included an RSC exemption related to roads on Crown land
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Implementation and Outreach
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Implementation and outreach will be undertaken in phases as key regulatory requirements come into effect, and will 
be undertaken in collaboration with partners. 

• MECP website will be updated as materials are developed; may include links to partner sites as well
Fall 2019 to Spring 2020

• Outreach to build awareness of brownfields amendments in effect (to QPs, professional associations, 
municipalities, stakeholder organizations) 

• Build early awareness and basic understanding of excess soil regulations; sector-specific material; integration 
with contracts is also an early priority

Before July 2020 in effect date 
• Continue to build awareness of reuse rules, aspects of the regulation that would be effective in July 2020
• Start to build more in-depth understanding; e.g. the new guidance for the Beneficial Reuse Assessment Tool
• Working with partner organizations to reach various sectors

July 2020 - January 2022 in effect date, ongoing
• More comprehensive guidance to support reuse planning and tracking requirements (e.g. revised Excess Soil 

Best Management Practices, templates for soil planning, updated municipal guidance, etc.)
• Registry completion, testing, availability
• Ongoing program development (e.g. pilot projects)

Thank you, everyone, for your help to develop this regulatory package! 



Panel Discussion
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Regulatory Provisions Timing
Brownfields
- Limited additional sampling to delineate contaminants for Risk Assessment sites
- Flexibility for elevated parameters in specific circumstances e.g., natural background, salt 

impacted soil, etc.
- Removing the requirement for a RSC for specific low risk redevelopments 

On filing

Reuse Rules and Waste Clarification
- Clear reuse rules, excess soil reuse standards and site-specific standards, e.g. BRAT
- Clear waste designation
- Reduced waste approvals for low risk soil management activities

July 1, 2020

Excess Soil Planning Requirements
- For larger or riskier generating projects (some exemptions)

- Assessment of past uses, and if required sampling and characterization, destination 
assessment report

- Tracking, registration, hauling record
- Larger reuse site registration
- Restrict the deposit of clean soil at landfill sites, unless the soil is needed for cover or 

purposes beneficial to the functioning of the landfill

January 1, 2022

January 1, 2025

Grandfathered Contracts
- To allow time for business practices to adapt and to provide necessary supporting guidance 

and outreach

January 1, 2021-
January 2, 2026 
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